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With the fast development of wireless mobile communication networks, the 4th and 

5th-generation wireless mobile communication systems are now applied in different fields. 

They can be efficiently used in land–air wireless communication to provide wireless Inter-

net services for passengers on civilian aircrafts. The frequency offset estimation (FOE) is 

an important issue in land–air wireless communication environment. Accordingly, a novel 

joint FOE scheme based on the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing system is pro-

posed in this paper. Firstly, this paper proposes a new FOE algorithm based on the peak 

power ratio (PPR) on the physical random-access channel (PRACH). Secondly, a joint 

FOE scheme is proposed, which uses the conventional FOE based on the physical uplink 

shared channel and the proposed PPR FOE based on PRACH. The proposed joint FOE 

scheme can extend the range of FOE from [−1000 Hz, 1000 Hz] to [−1875 Hz, 1875 Hz] 

and has better performance than the proposed PPR FOE method and the conventional FOE. 

 

Keywords: frequency offset estimation, peak power ratio, OFDM, 4G, 5G 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With the fast development of wireless communication technology, the fourth genera-

tion (4G) and the fifth generation (5G) wireless communication technology have been used 

in many industries to achieve wireless communication. For instance, land-air wireless com-

munication aims to provide wireless Internet services to passengers on civilian aircrafts. 

Aircrafts usually fly at a speed ranging from 800 km/h to 1000 km/h, so the impact of the 

Doppler frequency shift for land-air wireless communication is very serious. The study on 
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the Doppler frequency shift for wireless communication is an old topic, but such a speed 

is generally limited to less than 350 km/h. This study focuses on the impact of the Doppler 

frequency shift on wireless communication at speeds ranging from 800 to 1000 km/h. 

The main challenge in the land-air wireless communication system based on 4G and 

5G technology is the influence of the Doppler frequency shift in ultra-high-speed environ-

ments. This problem is usually solved by adopting the orthogonal frequency division mul-

tiplexing (OFDM) technology. Moreover, it is necessary to estimate and compensate the 

frequency offset of the OFDM system to reduce the interference. Aiming at the frequency 

synchronisation of OFDM-based wireless communication systems, many scholars have 

performed considerable research works and put forward many frequency offset estimation 

(FOE) algorithms for the OFDM system, which can be divided into three categories: FOE 

algorithm based on the cyclic prefix [1-14] and non-data-assisted blind FOE algorithm [15-

22] and data-assisted FOE algorithm [23-42]. Specifically, some papers [1, 2] used the 

Maximum-likelihood estimation to calculate frequency offset approximately. Papers [8, 

10] took into accounts the symbol synchronization or frame synchronization of the system. 

Besides, papers [15-22] used the non-data-assisted blind FOE algorithms. Among them, the 

paper [22] proposed an efficient carrier estimator, which is very instructive for this paper. 

With the fast development of 4G and 5G wireless communication technology, more 

papers [30-41] have studied the FOE based on a 4G system than before. A joint estimation 

of the carrier and sampling frequency offset for LTE Advanced UL multiple-input and 

multiple-output was proposed in [30]. The papers [31] and [32] proposed a scheme to es-

timate the time and frequency offsets based on the LTE downlink system. Based on the 

method in [23], paper [39] studied the time and frequency offsets for the LTE UL system.  

In this paper, a novel joint FOE scheme based on the OFDM system is proposed. 

Firstly, a new FOE algorithm of the peak power ratio (PPR) is proposed based on the 

physical random-access channel (PRACH). Secondly, we propose a joint FOE scheme, 

which used the conventional FOE [23, 39] based on PUSCH and the PPR FOE based on 

PRACH. Simulation results show that the proposed joint FOE can get better performance 

and can extend the conventional estimation range of the frequency offset from [−1000 HZ, 

1000 Hz] to [−1875 Hz, 1875 Hz]. 

This paper consists of seven sections: Section 2 describes the system model for land-

air wireless communication. Section 3 mainly introduces the conventional FOE algorithm 

based on the PUSCH of the LTE system. Section 4 presents the proposed PPR FOE based 

on PRACH, and the proposed PPR FOE algorithm can effectively expand the range of 

FOE. Section 5 describes the joint FOE algorithm in detail. Section 6 presents the perfor-

mance analysis and simulation results. Finally, Section 7 gives the conclusions and future 

work.  

2. SYSTEM MODEL 

Land–air wireless communication is used for communication on civilian aircrafts, 

mainly LTE base stations (BSs) along the route from the ground to air coverage. Passen-

gers communicate via Wi-Fi using a custom terminal receiver on civilian aircrafts. In high-

speed civilian aircrafts in flight, the aircraft movement rate is usually 800 to 1000 km/h. 

The impact of the Doppler frequency shift on the aircraft communication causes easier 

network, cell selection failures and other problems. Therefore, civil aviation communica-
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tion has put forward high standard requirements for wireless communication systems. The 

aircraft movement rate is usually 800 to 1000 km/h, so the high-speed LTE system perfor-

mance covering the scene for the greatest impact effect is the Doppler frequency shift. The 

LTE route private network requires an excellent frequency tracking and adaptive compen-

sation algorithm to eliminate the enormous high-speed-flight Doppler frequency shift. 

The channel model of land–air wireless communication is similar to that of a high-

speed train model proposed by [43], which is shown in Fig. 1.  
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Fig. 1. Motion model of UE versus base station in land–air wireless communication. 

 
In Fig. 1, Dmin is the minimum distance between UE and BS, DS is the coverage radius 

of BS and v is the velocity of UE. For land-air wireless communication, DS is usually 100-

200 km, Dmin > 8 km and v are usually 800 to 1000 km/h. In the land-air wireless commu-

nication channel mode, the Doppler frequency shift is given by 

fs(t) = fdcos(t) (1) 

where fd denotes the maximum value of the Doppler frequency shift, fs(t) denotes the esti-

mated Doppler frequency shift and (t) represents the angle between the motion direction 

of UE and the direction from UE to BS.  

The maximum value of the Doppler frequency shift fd is given by 

fd = fv/C (2) 

where f is the frequency of the signal and C is the propagation velocity of the electromag-

netic wave. According to Eq. (2), when v is 1000 km/h and f is 1 GHz, the maximum 

Doppler frequency shift fd is 925 Hz, and the maximum Doppler frequency shift of UE is 

925 Hz. Because the UE is based on the frequency of the received downlink signal to 

transmit the UL signal, the BS will withstand the Doppler frequency shift in the terminal 

twice, and then the maximum Doppler frequency shift of the BS becomes 1850 Hz. 

3. CONVENTIONAL FOE SCHEME 

PUSCH is mainly used to transmit the data information of the terminal in the LTE 

system. There are two pilot sequences, i.e. two demodulation reference signals, on PUSCH. 

The two DMRs are in the same transmission time interval (TTI). The reference signal 

DMRs of PUSCH are mainly used for channel estimation and time and frequency synchro-

nisation. 

The base sequence of the DMR signal is a Zadoff-Chu (ZC) sequence. A ZC sequence 

is a zero autocorrelation and cross-correlation sequence with a constant amplitude. In ad-

dition, the code word of the ZC sequence has a wide selection range. According to the 

system requirements, DMRs can produce different lengths. 
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In the LTE UL, there are two DMR symbols in one TTI, and the interval between the 

two DMR symbols is NdTs = 0.5 ms, where Nd is the sampling interval between the two 

DMRs. Ts is the sampling period of the PUSCH symbol, and Ts = 1/(150002048). 

In the frequency domain, the bandwidth of DMRs is the same as that of a PUSCH 

data distribution. The two DMR signals in the frequency domain can be expressed as [43] 

Xi = [xi(0), …, xi(L − 1)], i = 1, 2, (3) 

where L is the length of the DMR symbol, i is the ith DMR symbol and there are two DMR 

symbols in one TTI. 

In the LTE UL system, the time continuous signal si(t) of PUSCH DMRs in an UL 

TTI can be expressed as [43] 

( ) ( )
1

2

CP s

0

( ) ,0 .s

L
j ntf
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n

s t x n e t N N T


−

=

=    +   (4) 

fs is the subcarrier interval of the PUSCH symbol, and fs = 15kHz. NCP is the length 

of CP, and N = 2048 [43]. Assuming that the transmission signal si(t) passes through a 

multipath propagation channel with AWGN, the received signal can be expressed as 

ri(t) = si(t)hi(t) + wi(t), (5) 

where hi(t) is the channel impulse response and wi(t) represents the AWGN with a mean 

value of 0 and variance of n
2. 

Based on the ML estimation algorithm, we can calculate the cross-correlation of the 

corresponding channel estimation coefficients on the same subcarrier of the two pilot sig-

nals, and the formula is expressed as [39] 

1 1
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where Hi(k) represents the channel coefficient in the frequency domain. Then, the esti-

mated frequency offset f  can be obtained by calculating the radiation angle Rf, which is 

expressed as 

arg( )
,

2

f

d s

R
f

N T
 =  (7) 

where NdTs is the time interval between two DMR symbols, and NdTs = 0.5ms. arg(Rf) is 

the radial angle of complex number, so we can get 

arg(Rf)(−, ). (8) 

Based on Eq. (16), we can calculate the range of the estimated frequency offset as 

f(−1000Hz, 1000Hz). (9) 
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4. PROPOSED PPR FOE SCHEME 

In the LTE UL, PRACH is used to transmit the random access channel (RACH) pre-

amble, which is generated from ZC sequences with a zero correlation zone, generated from 

one or several root ZC sequences. The uth root ZC sequence is defined by [43]  

ZC

( 1)

( ) , 0 1,

un n
j

N

u ZCx n e n N

 +
−

=   −  (10) 

where the length of the ZC sequence is denoted by NZC, which is equal to 839 [43]. For the 

uth root ZC sequence, the preamble of length NCS is defined by cyclic shifts according to 

xu,v(n) = xu((n+Cv) mod NZC). (11) 

If f denotes the real frequency offset in Hz, then the original sequence of the RACH 

preamble is r(n) = xu(n). In addition. With the received r̂(n), the RACH preamble with the 

frequency offset is  
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where  denotes the phase to frequency offset f and  = 2f/fs. Then, the AWGN is 

1(n), which has a zero mean and variance n
2. If the sampling period of the PRACH sym-

bol is denoted by Tsym, then the sampling rate of the RACH preamble fs can be written as fs 

= 1/Tsym. Then, Eq. (12) can be expressed as 
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where the length of the preamble sequence is TSEQ. Accordingly, NZC = TSEQ/Tsym. If we 

calculate the cross-correlation between the cyclic shift of the original ZC sequence and the 

receiver preamble sequence, we can derive the power delay profile (PDP) P(l), which can 

be expressed by 
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where l = 0, 1, 2, …, NZC − 1. When the frequency offset f is 1/TSEQ, by combining Eqs. 

(10) and (13), we can derive 
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The cyclic shift period of the preamble sequence is du = (1/u) mod NZC, and it must 

be an integer. Thus, du = ((mNZC+1)/u) mod NZC, where m is the smallest positive integer. 

From Eq. (14), when the frequency offset is 1/TSEQ, the peak power of the cross-correlation 
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between r̂(n) and r(n) will occur at du. With Eqs. (14) and (15), the peak power of P(l) at l 

= 0 is given by 
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Because du = ((mNZC+1)/u) mod NZC, if the impact of noise 1(n) can be ignored, 

when l = kdu, the peak power of P(l) is given by 
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Because the length of the ZC sequence is equal to 839 and du is equal to 280 for the 

high-speed mode, the PDP should be divided into three windows with length du, as shown 

in Fig. 2. The negative window, main window and positive window with Ncs length are set 

as l = −du, l = 0 and l = du, respectively. 

Main window Positive windowNegative window

+du-du

Ncs

0  
Fig. 2. Power delay profile. 

 

Because the PDP only contains three windows, when the peak power of P(l) at l = 

−2du will coincide with that of P(l) at l = du and when the peak power of P(l) at l = 2du 

will coincide with that at l = −du, we can get  

Pl=0(f) = Pl=0(f) (18) 
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Fig. 3 shows the curves of the peak power of the PDP Pl=0(f), Pl=du(f) and Pl=du(f). 

From Fig. 3 and the above Eqs. (18)-(20), we can get the following results: 

 

Result: If the frequency offset f[0Hz, 1875Hz], then the peak power of P(l) at l = du 

will be bigger than the peak power of P(l) at l = −du. Meanwhile, when the frequency offset 

f[−1875Hz, 0Hz], the peak power of P(l) at l = −du will be bigger than the peak power 

of P(l) at l = du. Therefore, according to this principle, we can determine the sign of the 

frequency offset.  

 
Fig. 3. The curves of the peak power of the PDP with l = 0 and l = du. 

 

As analysed above, the ratio of the peak power of Pl=0(f), Pl=du(f) and Pl=du(f) can 

be used to estimate the frequency offset. The range of the FOE of the phase differential 

algorithm [23, 39] based on PUSH is [−1000 Hz, 1000 Hz], but our proposed scheme based 

on PRACH can extend the range of FOE to [−1875 Hz, 1875 Hz]. The main steps of the 

proposed FOE algorithm based on PRACH are as follows: 

 

Step 1: We need to calculate P(l) using Eq. (14). 

Step 2: At the main window, positive window and negative window, we need to find the 

peak power of P(l), which can be denoted as Pl=0, Pl=du and Pl=du, respectively. 

Step 3: Comparing the value between Pl=du and Pl=du, we can determine the sign of the 

frequency offset, which is negative or positive. If Pl=du  Pl=-du, then the sign of the fre-

quency offset is positive; else, the sign of the frequency offset is negative. 

Step 4: Then, we can calculate the PPR value R with the following equation:  
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Step 5: Lastly, we can derive the value of FOE by referring to the R in the table. The table 

can be listed by a one-to-one map function between the PPR R and frequency offset f. 

With Eqs. (18)-(21), we can get the following: 

 

When Pl=0  min(Pl=du(f), Pl=-du(f)), 
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Through the above description, a novel FOE method based on PRACH, which mainly 

calculates the PPR of PDP, was proposed. Because the peak power of PDP is greatly af-

fected by noise, the proposed FOE algorithm is less accurate. Because the deviation accu-

racy of the FOE based on the proposed method is not high, we will introduce a new joint 

frequency offset method by the conventional frequency estimation [23, 39] based on 

PUSCH and the proposed FOE based on PRACH. 

5. PROPOSED JOINT FOE METHOD 

Because the range of the conventional FOE is [–1000 Hz, 1000 Hz], to expand the 

scope and guarantee the accuracy of the FOE, this paper proposes a joint FOE method, 

which combines the conventional frequency estimation [23, 39] based on PUSCH and the 

proposed FOE based on PRACH. The conventional frequency estimation [23, 39] based 

on PUSCH can be given by 
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where NdTs = 0.5ms. f is the real frequency offset of the transmitting signal si(t). If f is 

in the range of [−1000 Hz, 1000 Hz], then we can get 2NdTsf[−, ]. Then, Eq. (24) 

can be expressed as 
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If f is in the range of [1000 Hz, 2000 Hz], then 2NdTsf(, 2], and Eq. (24) can 

be expressed as 
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Thus, the deviation between fPUSCH and f is 1/NdTs. To correct the error, the esti-

mation frequency offset f can be given as 

1
2000.PUSCH PUSCH

d s

f f f
N T

   = +  =  +  (27) 

Through the above analysis, if f is in the range of [−2000 Hz, −1000 Hz], then we 

can get that 

1
2000.PUSCH PUSCH

d s

f f f
N T

   =  − =  −  (28) 

Because the range of the proposed PPR method based on PRACH is [−1875 Hz, 1875 

Hz], we can use the estimation frequency offset of the proposed PPR based on PRACH to 

judge the range of the real frequency offset. The joint FOE method is given as below: 

 

Step 1: Use the proposed PPR method to estimate the initial frequency offset f PRACH bas-

ed on PRACH. 

Step 2: Use the conventional method to estimate the initial frequency offset f PRACH based 

on PUSCH. 

Step 3: Use the estimation frequency offset f PRACH to judge the range of the real fre-

quency offset and to correct the estimation frequency offset f PRACH.  

6. SIMULATION RESULTS 

In this section, we compare the performance of our proposed algorithms, including 

the PPR FOE method and joint FOE method, with the conventional cross-correlation FOE 

algorithm. The simulation model is built based on an LTE system and the AWGN/EPA/ 

EVA/ETU channel models. Tab. 1 shows the system parameters used in the simulation for 

the conventional cross-correlation FOE algorithm [23, 39] and our proposed algorithms. 

MATLAB software is used to run this simulation. 

 

Table 1. Simulation parameters for the conventional cross-correlation FOE algorithm 

and the proposed PPR FOE algorithm. 

Parameter Proposed PPR FOE scheme Conventional FOE scheme 

System bandwidth 20 MHz 20 MHz 

Carrier frequency 1 GHz 1GHz 

Channel model AWGN/EPA/EVA/ETU AWGN/EPA/EVA/ETU 

PUSCH RB number / 50 

Preamble format 3 / 

PRACH Configuration Index 51 / 

Logical root sequence number 384  

Zero correlation zones of length 0 / 
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Fig. 4. MSE for the AWGN channel model.      Fig. 5. MSE for the EPA channel model.  

 

  
Fig. 6. MSE for the EVA channel model.     Fig. 7. MSE for the ETU channel model. 

 

Figs. 4-7 compare the normalised mean square error of the conventional algorithms 

[23, 39] with our proposed algorithms based on the LTE system and the AWGN/EPA/EVA/ 

ETU channel model. 

Compared with the conventional FOE and PPR FOE, the proposed joint FOE not only 

has a wide estimation range but also yields better performance. Our proposed joint FOE 

widens the estimation range from [−1000 HZ, 1000 Hz] to [−1875 Hz, 1875 Hz] and has 

the same performance with the conventional FOE based on the LTE system and AWGN/ 

EPA/EVA/ETU channel model. 

In this paper, we propose a joint FOE algorithm, which uses a new PPR FOE algo-

rithm based on PRACH and the conventional FOE based on PUSCH in the LTE UL. The 

joint FDE algorithm combines the advantages of the two algorithms, while taking into 

account the accuracy and reliability of frequency offset estimation. For the frequency syn-

chronisation of OFDM-based ultra-high-speed environments, such as the satellite commu-

nications and the land–air wireless communication system, our proposed joint FOE method 

can be used to enhance the range of the FOE. The algorithm avoid the problems of high 

complexity [15] and low estimation accuracy of the previous algorithm [2]. Besides, we 

also compare the previous algorithm [23, 39] with the algorithm proposed in this article. 

It’s obvious that the joint FOE algorithm is are better than other existing algorithms in 

different channel model.  

Considering the subsequent development of FOE algorithm and the development of 

AI, we hope to combine the joint FOE algorithm and AI which can help further reduce the 

complexity of the algorithm. On the one hand, deep learning or reinforcement learning can 

be used to speed up or improve the accuracy of the algorithm. On the other hand, the pro-

posed joint algorithm results can be used as the input of the training set in the AI to improve 

the training accuracy. 
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7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper draws on the experience of the conventional FOE algorithms and designs 

a joint FOE algorithm. From the simulation results in this paper, we know that our joint 

FOE algorithm can expand the estimation range of frequency offset and improve the accu-

racy of frequency offset estimation. This result is obvious, because we combine the ad-

vantages of multiple FOE algorithms, consider the coupling of the steps in the joint algo-

rithm, and deeply consider the characteristics of frequency offset, so we can obtain a larger 

range of frequency offset estimation. 

Although the joint FOE algorithm we designed has better performance than the tradi-

tional FOE algorithm, there is still room for improvement in the time complexity of the 

joint FOE algorithm, so our future work hopes to reduce the algorithm complexity of the 

joint FOE algorithm and ensure the estimation accuracy. Under the needs of AI, use AI to 

improve the efficiency of joint algorithms. 
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